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THE TREPID DR DEATH
SETS A RIGHTHANDER
OVER VARIOUS ROADS

AND  VARIOUS COMMONS

be trepid: the first check was
OK, if complicated by Popeye
and Pinball Wizard taking an
instant decision that it was a
back check (it was not), no one
daring to check forward across
the A3 until a critical mass of
hashers had agreed to join in -
as no voice could be heard, we
had to rely on visual contact.
Fine. Except that the second
check, which was only a few
yards from the first, defeated
us all. ALL..... We ran around,
milled around, or just stood
around looking decorative
(Nipple Sucker!) for about 25
minutes..... In the end, oh the
remote end, oh the relief!, we
discovered TWO solutions
which each led to adjacent
checks. Ho hum.... However,
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this conundrum was resolved,
and as usual we found we were
at Wisley. The talk before the
start had agreed that there were
only 4 trails possible from this
car park; the one over the A3
always takes in Wisley. Doug
the Tub was one of the
wiseacres in this discussion,
and he promptly checked all the
way through the RHS gardens.
Since the actual solution was in
the diametrically opposite
direction, he was not seen
again till we were in. From now
on the checks became possible
enough - even the numbskull
FRB solved several, to the
surprise of Cardiff Convert.
(FRB cannot even open a new-
fangled gate without a course
of instruction, though it was

“Freud’s theory was that when
a joke opens a window and all
those bats and bogeymen fly
out, you get a marvellous
feeling of relief and elation. The
trouble with Freud is that he
never had to play the old
Glasgow Empire on a Saturday
night after Rangers and Celtic
had both lost.”      Ken Dodd.

Now you know why we hold
Circles, and why RAs struggle
so desperately to amuse us....
But which do you prefer, Freud
or Dodd?......... .Oh, well, here
goes; let me know about the
relief and elation you feel!

The hare began by saying he
had never approached a trail
with such trepidation. It was
soon clear how right he was to

Nipple Sucker who got a down
down for this offence.) So there
we were, hashing along merrily,
till whom should we see but
Master Bates, out for his
constitutional? And his opinion
when back at the car park was
that he had only seen a select
few of us, and where had all the
others been?

Good question. The Circle was
taken by Arfur Pint - G and Tea
cried off, on the unheard-of
grounds that she had not done
the trail (that never stopped our
GMs in the past!) and the hare
was bewildered to hear Arfur
Pint speak well of this trail. He
shed his trepidity in a trice, and
glugged down his beer
manfully. Explanation: Arfur
Pint had herself only done

some of the trail...... Made
Marion has a moral stand on
motorways: do not cross them!
So as this trail went over both
A3 and M25 - yes, twice each,
we’ve been into that recently -
he had to do his own thing, like
Doug. They were not alone,
these eccentrics, these deviants:
real runners kept finding
prescient hashers like Clever
Trevor and Tosser, calmly
striding along as if they had run
the lot... Even Mother Brown,
who genuinely did try numerous
checks, appeared ahead of us to
re-assure our anxieties, a
modern deus ex machina.

The Circle took longer than it
might because Clever Trevor
had once more prepared
delicious soup, which went

down very well on this cold (if
sunny) day. No Golden Balls -
no comment! - so Tequil’Over
stood in, punishing those who
started a few seconds early - by
his timepiece. These included
Popeye, who was nowhere to
be seen, so Olive Oyl had to
take his place. Popeye, fed up
with such a short trail (73 mins)
was busy re-running a few extra
miles, having subverted and
suborned Pinball Wizard into
joining him. For a while. We
also said a tentative farewell to
the Nice Maiden, who is
perhaps about to leave us: now
that is a shame! (She hit the
dogs with the beer she sling
over her head.... Can’t we
persuade our Harriettes NOT to
do that?)      Ken Freud
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1610 19-Feb Country Bump-
kin/TakoBelle

Ranmore
Common

1611 26 -Feb Stag TBA

1612 05-Mar Proxy/Made Mar-
ion

Lower
Kingswood

1613 12-Mar Tequil’Over/
Chunderos

Bookham

1614 19-Mar FRB Abinger
Roughs

1615 26-Mar Lord Raleigh Holmwood

1616 2-Apr Short’An

Run 1609

Date 12-Feb-2006

Hare Body Shop

Venue Pirbright

On On The Cricketers

SSA (Old) 63 E5

OS (186) 947 559

ScribeDirections:

MORE WORSE VERSE
Today I was
Hung at the Academy
Drawn into an argument
Quartered at Earl’s Court
Stoned in the pub
Crushed in the Tube.
“Tomorrow”, my boss tells me,
(And I’ll be tickled to death)
“You’ll be tied to your desk all day”.

He peppered his talk with quotations,
She spiced hers with wit,
Yet they both made tasteless remarks.

Take the A3 to Guildford, turn off for Aldershot etc.A322 and
A323. After short distance A232  Aldershot goes left; but stay
on A322 straight ahead. At Fox Corner turn left into the
B3032 sp Pirbright. In Pirbright go past the pub; car park is
on the right.

Sherry -
I know you’re stout
And often bitter;
You scotch my ideas
Till I whine,
And long to throw
A punch at you.
But for all that,
Compared to Bloody Mary,
You’re lager than life
(She’s be-cider self with envy!)

If Musak be
The food of love
No wonder I’m impotent

Runs start at 11:00 sharp!
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